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摘要
台灣的高級中等學校課程架構及綱要，約每十年由教育部進行一次修訂。最近一次
課綱從 2007 年至今仍持續規畫調整中，教育部已正式宣布將於 2019 年(108 學年度)實
施新課程架構綱要。
無論課程架構與綱要在深度或廣度如何調整，學校行政、教師的最重要任務是：如
何讓學生在校學習能達到教育目標、以及讓學生有能力遷移所學，獲得終身學習能力。
近年來台灣約有一半以上的高中學生選讀職業類科，在此科技快速發展的時代，學生在
有限的在校時間內，確實不容易將日新月異的新科技知識與技能即時傳授給學生，因此，
那些以及哪種程度的知識技能內涵項目，需在有限的三年高中學習生活中傳授給學生？
如何測試學生是否達到學校各學科的教育目標？還有不同背景的學生又如何擬定教學
的進度與教學目標層級等，都是我們全體必須深思的議題。
本研究案例學校：內思高工是天主教耶穌會在全球 845 所高中學校之一，已經針對
上述問題進行了四年的討論，目前發展出一套學生基本能力項目指標(初稿)以及教師評
定學生基本核心能力的評定標準(初稿)，採用內部教師焦點團體以及外部專家會議審議
的方式，針對學生在校三年學習所需的基本能力進行發展，並於 2017 年(106 學年度)
著手執行，除每年進行檢討外，將於三年後做最完整的執行報告。
關鍵字：基本能力、技術學校、職業學校、耶穌會學校
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction and Rationale
The advancement of science and technology has accelerating and makes the learning
tools continuing developed and innovated now a day. The application of computers, computer
programs, big data transmission and application, IoT (Internet of Things) and unknown
technologies are still developing at every minute in the real world. Gervais (2016) revealed
that globalization and modernization are creating an increasingly diverse and interconnected
world. To make sense of and function well in this world, individuals need for example to
master changing technologies and to make sense of large amounts of available information.
Students, who especially studying in the high school, have limited learning periods in
their weekly class hours due to the growing number of subjects and the widening knowledge
based in each subject. The so-called blank-courses (courses that students should require to
learn during school hours, but due to the limitation of timetable, school could not arrange
some courses) are getting more and more, while it compared to the passed version of
curriculum.
In addition, technical school student learning subjects are much differ from academic
school, besides the basic academic subjects technical school students should learn more than
50% of curriculum in professional subjects which including skills practice or experiment in
workshops. Although technical school students learn a lot of professional subjects, it still not
consistently caught the technology and science knowledge or skill which compare to the real
industries or business.
Therefore, some questions that we need to consider which are: what subject should a
student need to learn in a technical school? What a curriculum looks like for technical high
school students? What content we need to deliver to students in particular subject in such
limited study hours? How can we face to the different background, which include knowledge
level, skill level, and learning strategies level of students?
In order to cope with the limitation of learning time during 3 academic years in high
school, to educate students having problem solving and lifelong learning abilities, a set of
practical basic competences should be require before students graduate from high schools
would be the better way to foster students. After students graduated from school, whether
they go further studies or taking employment role, they should have sufficient basis for future
lifelong learning abilities in the future. It is the main reason that we developed such a set of
basic competence and implementing the recognition project at St. Aloysius Technical School
from 2017.
Finally, the main objective of this school to develop and promote students' basic
competences is to provide students with the most basic and important foundation that they
can obtain and be able for lifelong learning. We develop not only the University entrance
examination subjects but almost all subjects students learn in high school which Include:
various disciplines and professional knowledge and skills, this whole set of basic competence
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are also consistence to the educational goal of “The curriculum framework for 12 year
compulsory education”, which are “Taking initiative, Engaging the public, and Seeking the
common good” by Ministry of Education (MOE) in 2014.
1.2 Study Purpose
The purposes of this study are:
1. To develop a set of basic competence indicators for technical high school students.
2. To develop a set of criteria for teachers to assess students’ basic competence follow
the indicators.
3. To develop related basic competence rules or regulation to follow while school
implementing the basic competence test.
1.3 Study Limitation
1. This study was not based on the theoretical verification but to find practical
indicators which guide technical students to have basic competence within 3 school
academic years. The final result could only verify by further study which related to
competence based learning theories.
2. This study selected one of technical high school as a case, beside the developing
process the results of indicators could not copy to use for other schools directly.
1.4 Terminology
1. Basic competence:

a competency is the capability to apply or use a set of related

knowledge, skills, and abilities required to successfully perform "critical work
functions" or tasks in a defined work setting(No title, 2012). Basic competences are
fundamental knowledge, skills and abilities which students acquired can become a
lifelong learner, doing further study or learning.
2. Technical high school: include vocational high and technical high school in Taiwan.
3. Jesuit school: The school founded by the Society of Jesus which is a scholarly
religious congregation of the Catholic Church which originated in sixteenth century
Spain, there are now totally 845 Jesuit high school in the world.
4. Indicator: indicators normally are statistics used to measure current conditions as
well as to forecast the trends. In this study indicators are defined what content in
particular subject or topics student should performed in knowledge and skills.
5. Criteria: a standard of judgment, criticism, a rule, or principle for evaluating or
testing something. In this study, criteria aimed to get inter-rater reliability among
teachers while they are doing test.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
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This study has not follow particular research methodologies to find a research tool or
instrument to collect date or the competence contents, not verify the results which would
compare the consistence between theory and study outcome. Therefore, this study follows the
Ministry of Education (MOE, 2014) curriculum frameworks, the vision and mission of St.
Aloysius Technical School (SAVS, 2017), and the curriculum framework of the case school.
In this paragraph it just reviewed the meaning of basic competence and how to develop
competence framework, to guide reader understand the meaning and concept that further
study could be referenced.
A competency is the capability to apply or use a set of related knowledge, skills, and
abilities required to successfully perform "critical work functions" or tasks in a defined work
setting(No title, 2012). The basic competences of this study are very basic knowledge, skills
and abilities which students acquired can become a lifelong learner, doing further study or
learning. Therefore, competence means the integrated knowledge, skills, judgment, and
attributes that people need to perform a job effectively.
How to develop a competence and indicators? The website of mind tool for organization
states that there are four main steps in the competency framework development process
(Mind tool for your organization, 2017), in which the first step is prepare. In this step we
need to define the purpose and create a competency framework team by the people from all
areas of the related person that will use the framework. To the step two, we need to collect
information in which we observe the people while they're performing their roles and
interview people or create a questionnaire to analyze the work which behaviors are used to
perform the jobs covered by the framework. Then go on the step three: build the framework,
the most important thing is group the statements identifying and name the competencies,
validate and revise the competencies as necessary item by item. The final step is implement,
we should check the result whether it link to the original objectives, reward the competencies
or not, then provide coaching and training, keep it simple making the framework as simple as
possible, finally should well communicate with all related person. This study had not step by
step following that mentioned above, but most of the points this study had noticed and did the
similar way to develop our competence framework, it already a method worth to check the
develop outcome.
Why basic competence is so important? Gervais said, as education in the United States
pushes for accountability, educational programs across the country are attempting to find
innovative ways to measure student learning outcomes. Competency-based education is one
model favorable among many academic institutions and accreditation agencies because it
links theory to practice (Gervais, 2016).
As a teacher, we need to have a concept that one has one’s own multi-intelligence, and
every one can learn the knowledge and skill well if he or she has enough time and learning
chances. John Carroll, psychologist and educator, studied how students learn and acquire
knowledge. Carroll (1963) outlined what and how a student learns is based on the time it
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takes them to learn a task, the learning opportunities provided to learn the task, the amount of
time a student is willing to invest in learning a task, the quality of instruction regarding the
task, and the students understanding of the task. This learning approach considers the
student's ability to learn and the instructor's quality of teaching. That’s why the case school
insisted to develop the basic competence indicators for the students and implement it as a
kind of educational quality control.
Finally, one of famous professors in Taiwan encourages the case school to develop and
implement the basic competence recognition project. Professor Lee said (2017) that evaluate
a high school is not only focus on how many student entrance to the famous or top 10
Universities, but how teachers deliver the basic competences to students and how much
student really learned the basic competences. He also mentioned that St. Aloysius Technical
School developed a set of basic competence recognition booklet, asking all students should
pass the indicators in which they should learn within 3 academic year, every subject has its
own basic competence not only focus on the University entrance examination subjects, that is
a real education, our government should take this concept to ask all level of compulsory
education implementing this kind of recognition.
3. THE DEVELOP METHOD AND DEVELOP PROCESS
The basic competence indicators and the criteria developed by three main methods, there
are administration meeting, focus group technical, and expert panel study. All meeting
minutes from 2013 to 2017 are stored in St. Aloysius Technical School (SAVS).
3.1 Administration Meeting
Administration meeting includes school board committee meeting, school faculty yearly
meeting, administration meeting, and curriculum committee member meeting.
Since 26th September 2013 the 3rd school board committee meeting we submitted the
concept of basic competence teaching materials in order to take the basic competence as
school educational goal for St. Aloysius Technical School, then we had 6 times of school
board committee meeting till 2nd June 2017 and made a final report for the first drafts of basic
competence indicators and criteria during the latest school board committee meeting.
To the school faculty yearly meeting we had 3 times reports and discussions to faculty
members between 30th August 2013 and 1st July 2015, and we had finally made agreement
that all faculty agree to implement the basic indicators recognition from the year of 2017(106
academic year).
Since the beginning of 2013 academic year, school administration meeting more than 9
times to make reports and discussions and asking subject and department teacher research
members to develop basic competence continually.
During administration meeting we also submitted related regulation and rules in order to
let teachers and students understand why we need to do this kind of recognition, when and
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what condition teachers can do it, and how students to make up the test if they did not pass
the test, etc.
3.2 Focus Group Technical (FGT)
This study aimed at develop basic competence indicators as the learning and
performance goals for students learning in case school, and develop the criteria as the
standard guide to teachers for checking and evaluating the competences which student
performance after they learned as well. We took the focus group technical method as the
discussing way that subjects or departments research members can follow while they
developing the indicators and criteria. We had the focus group meeting 2 times a year and
totally more than 8 times we had done for this study within 2013 to 2017.
3.3 Expert Panel Discussion
The first version of indicators and criteria has checked by the curriculum developing
committee member and also reviewed by the expert panel discussion. We invited 13 experts
who are experienced teachers, professors, retired experts from industries, join to discuss and
verified the basic competence indicators, two expert panel discussions took place on 10th May
and 10th July 2017 respectively.
Professor Lee (2017.09.11) mentioned that St. Aloysius Technical School developed a
set of basic competence recognition booklet, asking all students should pass the indicators
they should learn within 3 academic year, every subject has its own basic competence not
only focus on the University entrance examination subjects, that is a real education, our
government should take this concept to ask all level of compulsory education implementing
this kind of recognition, after he participated and delivered a lecture during teacher
instruction enhancing workshop in SAVS.

3.4 Study Tooling
This study is not based on the theoretical research therefore it has not any kind of study
tool or instrument as the guide to develop basic competence indicators and criteria. Whereas
this study develops school’s own checklists and some tables then asked teachers to fill out the
learning subjects, topics, teaching goals, indicators, test periods by columns which show as
the next paragraph in results and discussions.
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This paragraph shows two results of indicators development, there are first version of
the indicator content tables and the final version of indicators and criteria rubric description
as below.
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4.1 The First Version of the Indicator Content Table and the Description note
The first version mainly aimed to collect the basic topics and the content which are the
basic competence that students should be able to show what and how they had learned by the
subjects respectively.
Basic competences students need to recognize include following subjects within 3 years:
there are Chinese, English, Mathematic, Social Science, Ethic, Physics, Chemical, Physical
Education, Mechanical, Information Technology, Electronics, Electrical, and Multi-Media
Design.
Table 1 shows the basic competence for student learning subjects, topics, teaching goals,
indicators, test periods, free of test, and recognition teachers by columns. Teachers discussed
the content within subject or department teacher focus group together and then fill out the
contents respectively. The blank table is shown as table 1 below.
Table 1. The First Version of Indicator Collecting Table (example)
A

B

Mechanical

Lathe

C

D

To
make..

Should
be …

E
During
practice..

F
20
mins.

G
Do not
need to
test
if …

H
Classroom
teachers …

Note: A=Subject, B=Units/topics, C=Teaching goal, D=Indicators, E=Tests/period/time,
F=Test items, G=Free of test, H=Recognition teacher.
1.

A: Subjects, as shown above.

2.

B: Units or topics/ skills are the basic competences that discussed and decided by
the subject teacher or department team members.
C: The teaching goal could be described by alignment (line by line), it might be the
same teaching goal appeared in each unit or not.
D: Indicators should be clear which include the A audience(the objects and
materials), B behaviors(students’ learning behavior), C conditioning(by what
condition student learning, teacher instruction or student learning by themselves or
teamwork), D degree(what level of result or performance)
E: Tests/periods/time means when and how long students need to take the test.
F: Items should be check by the teacher committee and the test time should no
longer than 30 minutes member.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

G: If the content similar to the national certificate then the item could be free of test
(take certificate instead of test).
H: Recognition would be done by school teachers or school assigned one.

4.2 The Final Version of Indicator and Criteria Rubric Table
The final version of indicator and the criteria rubric are shown as below.
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We already developed whole set of basic competence and edited to be a booklet, there
are two parts of the indicators and criteria, one is the basic competence for basic academic
subjects which include Chinese, English, Mathematic, Social science, Ethic, Physic,
Chemical, and Physical Education; another part is the basic competence for departments
which include Mechanical, Information Technology, Electronic, Electrical, and Multi-Media
Design. We show some sample subjects with indicators of contents for readers as below:
4.3 Academic Subjects Basic Competence:
Some examples of basic competence for basic academic subjects as shown in table 2.
Table 2. The Indicator and Criteria of Recognition Tables in Academic
th

10 grade Chinese
Criteria
Indicator of Content

(description)

example
recognition code

listening

enable

to

ability

summary

make
of

a

a

TED

Chinese speech/story

Enable to write or to speak

1060101

out

a

summary

which

2 in 3 reports should reach the

author,

title,

goal (oral or paper report should

includes

content, and conclusion.

include author, title, content,
and

conclusion.)

within

semester.
Speaking

speak

out

individual select an article by oneself 1060102

opinion

after and make an oral feedback in enable to speak out the author,

reading/listening an article which should find out at least the title of article, and the 3 key
within 3 minutes.

3 key points in the article.

points in the article.

10th grade English
Indicator of Content

example

Criteria

(description)

recognition code
Brief Introduce yourself and your family

My name is Jack. I am 15

1060201

in English.

years old and I like to play

your introduction should include

computer games.

name,

age,

interesting

and

family.
12th grade English
To write an autobiography

Autobiography should have 1060203
name,

age,

introduction,
vocation,

major,

family The structure and the sentence
parent’s tense should be corrected.

interesting,

future career.
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and

I am Lin. Sophia is my English name. I am 18 years old, studying in a public high school. I come from a very
happy middle-class family. My father works in a bank and my mother works in a bookstore. I am the only
child in the family; however, I am not the so-called spoiled child. My parents have trained me to be
independent since I was a child…

(continued)
11th grade mathematic
Exponent

To

understand

the

1060305

meaning of exponent and Example:

4 in 5 items’ answers

the basic calculation

correct

53  125、35  243
10 5  100000、10 5 

Logarithm

1
100000

Understand the meaning of Example:
logarithm and the basic
calculation

1060306

log 2  3、 log
8

1
3 27

 3

4 in 5 items’ answers

Understand the meaning Example:

1060307

&

and the basic calculation

4 in 5 items’ answers

combinations

for

and

5！ 120、P26  30

should be

correct

permutaions

permutations

should be

should be

correct for then！及 Pnr

combinations
th

11 grade Social science
1060401
To

learn

the

special Based on the advantage of Enable to answer:

features of ocean cultures
To

learn

the

geography, culture diversity, 3 special features of ocean culture

political active

and

about Taiwan
histories of Taiwan

progressive in Taiwan

features, the ocean culture Describe 6 executive

political

To learn the advantages of makes the business as the histories in Taiwan by sequence
Taiwan’s geography

main stream in Taiwan.

Describe 3 advantages for the
Taiwan special geography

10 grade Ethic education (philosophy and religion)
Criteria
Indicator of Content

(description)

example
recognition code

3
questions
your life

big Why I am living?

Share your experience and 1060501

How to make my life

1. to make answer
yourself about:

meaningful?

Why I am living? (At least one

in How do I live?

find the positive value

to

interesting)
How do I live?(at least find a
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motto by your own)

2.

How to make my life

meaningful?
(at least
share 3 experiences or
characteristics)
(continued)
10th grade physics example
(1) V=V0+at
Rectilinear

Can apply 3 linear motion

motion

functions

(2) S=V0t+1/2at
2

1060602
2

2

3 in 5 answers

should be

(3) V =V0 +2aS

correct

Example:

1060704

Fibers for clothing

(1) Sugar is a carbohydrate

70% of answers should be

Principle of cleaner

(2) fiber can be divided into natural correct

Material vs chemical

and synthetic

Medicine vs chemical

(3) detergent can be divided into

11th chemical example
Meterial
living

in Food and chemical

soap and synthetic detergent
(4) The material can be divided
into metals, plastics, ceramics,
glass and so on
(5) Purnell pain is a painkiller
11th grade physical education
bent knee and Could
sit up

do Boy 20 times band knee sit up

band-knee-sit-up

1060804

Girl 15 times band knee sit up
within 30 seconds.

volleyball

To

learn

stroke
Basketbal

under-hand More than 10 times under-hand 1060805
stroke the volleyball

To learn how to do the 3 bank shots within 30 seconds

1060806

bank shot

4.4 Professional Department’s Basic Competence
The professional department basic competence indicators and criteria descripted in two
parts, the first part noted the professional abilities sentence by sentence, and then followed
the indicators and criteria in a table.
Every department has its own professional ability notice, we take the mechanical
department as an example showing as below:
Students study in department of mechanical should have following professional ability:
(1) With the basic abilities for reading, drawing and computer-aided drawing in
mechanical field.
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(2) With the basic ability of machining and manufacturing.
(3) With work safety and health knowledge and work ethics.
(4) With a variety of professional knowledge to enhance the basic and self-learning
abilities.
(5) With the basic knowledge and skills for traditional and computer-aided mechanical
manufacturing, equipment operation and machine maintenance.
(6) With create thinking, hardworking, proactive and good professional ethics.
Some of examples for the contents and indicators description for recognition item of
subjects/departments are shown in table 3.
Table 3. The Indicator and Criteria of Recognition Tables in Professional Department
10th grade mechanical department
contents

Example

indicator
Recognition no.

engineering

2 D engineering drafting

Drafting drawing by manual

1061101

drafting’s

reading

(free hand).

The orthographic view of free

reading

and

drawing

and abilities

hand drafting should be all

hand drawing

correct

Mechanical

To recognize mechanical

Mechanical

tooling

include

tooling

toolings and distinguish

screw, thread, wrange, etc.,

the specifications

1061102
6 in 10 items’ answers should
be right

11th grade Information technology department
PC

hardware Assembly/ maintain and

setup
maintain

and setup the PC (personal
computer)

PC parts are:

case, monitor,

1061213

hard disc, disc reader, power

After assembly and set up PC

supply, key board, mouse, and the

should work in function.

connecting wires.

Or students take the C level
national certificate in PC
Hard Ware.

10th grade electronic department (practice of digital logical gate)
Indicator of Content

example

Criteria

(description)

recognition code
Basic
gate

logic Verified the truth value of

To show the: NOT、OR、AND、 1061312

logic gate by the practice

NOR 、 NAND 、 XOR 、 XNOR

Follow the circuit diagram to

circuit plate.

logical gate.

implement

the

logic

gate

experiment and show the
truth value of logic gate
correctly
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(continued)
th

12 grade electrical department
PLC

Connecting and operating

Input the correct ladder diagram

1061410

programing

the

by recorder

3 in 5 answers are correct

PLC(Programming

Logical Circuit ) and the

while using the recorder to

recorder

input the ladder diagram

The 12th grade multi-media design department
Video editing

Integrate and edit the

Example: editing at least 4 kinds

1061522

video/animation

of special food or 4 particular

edited video should have well

shops in which subtitles and

match

interested/ special backgrounds

music/narration and subtitle,

should included

and at least 3 parts need to

and

music

between

show the special animation
backgrounds

Totally we designed 8 subjects and 5 departments, the recognition item numbers are
shown in table 4. Every student should pass the academic recognition items which are totally
65 items (see the table 4).
Table 4. Academic Recognition Items Number
Subject

Recognition item numbers
10

th

11

th

total

th

12

Chinese

4

4

4

12

English
Mathematics
Social science
Ethics
Physics
Chemical
Physical education

1
4
0
5
6
0
3
23

1
4
4
6
0
4
3
26

1
0
4
4
0
0
3
16

3
8
8
15
6
4
9
65

The professional recognition item which student should passed depend on the
departments, there are differ from 77 to 92 respectively as shown in table 5.
Table 5. The Professional Recognition Item Number
Department

Mechanical

Recognition item
numbers
10th

11th

12th

7

5

1
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total

13

Academic + professional
10th

11th

12th

total

30

31

17

78

Information technology
Electronic

7
7

7
8

1
3

15
18

30
30

33
34

17
19

80
83

Electronical
Multi-media design

4
8

5
13

3
6

12
27

27
31

31
39

19
22

77
92

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Although this study is focus on the practice application which aims to enhance the
students’ abilities only by the very basic competence, it should be very helpful to every
student who can learn further knowledge and skills after they graduate from SAVS school.
The indicators and criteria of basic competence had developing for more than 4 years since
2013 by all teachers who is working in SAVS, it should be a practical, feasible, and suitable
for students who are studying in SAVS, because all teachers understand the students’
knowledge and skill level in this school and also they had long time discussed the issues how
to increase and enhance students’ basic competence and professional abilities. It would be a
good beginning to guide the students having the learning goal from the first day entering this
school and always keeping the learning goal in mind.
The year 2017(106 school academic year) is actually the first pilot year implementing
this basic competence. Before we started to implement this project asking student to take the
basic competence test, we had discussed some related issues many times and tried to find the
difficulties that we might face to and to find some strategic to confront it. We had invited
some of professional experts and professors who are teaching in the University of Science
and Technology to verify and share some ways to improve and increase the possibilities to
run this project. We finally got support by the parent committee members and had two times
announced to all students at the beginning of semester in 2017(106 school academic year),
the first pilot implementation is finally on the stepping.
Developing a basic competence indicators and criteria seems not a difficult task for a
private technical high school, but it lasted already 4 years by this case school. It could be a
good result 3 years later while the students finished their high school study in SAVS, whereas
it could be not success to this project. No matter how the results would be, SAVS will take
reviewing and checking the performance every semester by all teachers and doing correcting
and revising works pursue the better results for students in SAVS.
Finally, without all teachers who are working in SAVA to join this project enthusiastic
and working always committed would not have this basic competence indicators and criteria
to implement, we deeply feel thankful to all teachers and to whom help us to complete this
study.
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